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COMMITTEE General Licensing Committee

DATE 9th March 2005

SUBJECT Taxi & Private Hire Vehicles – Proposed inclusion of
Silver/other coloured vehicles in the trade.

REPORT OF Head of Environmental Health

Wards All

Purpose To present to members the results of the consultation process
regarding the inclusion of silver/other coloured vehicles into the
trade.
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assessed and will continue to be assessed by the Licensing Team.

2.3 Easily recognisable colours and associated iconic livery will enable powerful
press releases that bring home the message of public safety.

2.4 Unlicensed drivers/vehicles must be easy to distinguish from licensed vehicles
to deter them from illegally picking up members of the public.

2.5 There may be disadvantages associated with silver vehicles as there are so
many shades of grey that could be construed as silver.

2.6 It is recommended that Taxis should be readily identifiable and of a uniform
colour. The rationale behind this is that private hire drivers only pick up
passengers that have made a prior booking. The whereabouts of the driver is
known and recorded on the database of the operator. Drivers of these vehicles
will not be plying for hire from Taxi ranks and therefore it should only be
imperative that these vehicles display that they can only pick up members of the
public that have made a prior booking.

2.7 It is of the utmost importance that Taxis stand out from every other vehicle so
that members of the public who hire a Taxi know that the driver and vehicle
have been vetted.

2.8 There must be as little confusion for the public as possible in this regard,
bearing in mind that many vulnerable members of the community utilise taxis
and there is no record that they have done so, unlike Private Hire Vehicles.

2.9 Vulnerable members of the community may include; disabled persons, older and
younger people and persons that have had too much to drink. Unscrupulous
persons may act as Taxi drivers in order to illegally ply for hire and take
advantage of these and other members of the community. It must be noted that
BBC Watchdog (2005) reported that there were 32 reported incidents of rape in
London last year carried out by unlicensed drivers. Avoiding incidents of this
nature in Eastbourne is the priority of the Licensing Team.

3. Consultation

3.1 A consultation letter (see attached) was sent to all Taxi and Private Hire
proprietors with regard to allowing silver cars into the trade.

3.2 369 proprietors were consulted. The turnout with regard to the whole trade
voting was 45%. 80% of which expressed their view to include silver vehicles in
the trade with 18% indicating that the colour scheme should remain unaltered
(see attached).

3.3 57% of the Hackney Carriage proprietors voted on the issue. 84% of which
expressed their view that silver vehicles should be brought into the trade with
10% indicating that the colour scheme should remain unaltered (see attached).

3.4 40% of Hackney Carriage proprietors stated on the voting slip that Hackney
Carriage and Private Hire Vehicles should be differentiated by colour (see
attached & section 4).

3.5 42% of Private Hire Proprietors voted on the issue. 79% of which expressed
their view that silver vehicles should be brought into the trade with the remaining
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21% indicating that the colour scheme remains unaltered (see attached).

3.6 An advert was placed in the Herald on Friday the 7th of January as part of the
public consultation process (see attached). No representation has been
received in connection to this advertisement.

3.7 Contact was made with the majority of UK associations that represent persons
that have visual impairment (see attached).
A number of these associations made statements regarding the most visible
colours for vehicles for persons that have visual impairment (see attached) and
is tabulated below.

Organisation Suggested Colours

Eastbourne Disability Access Group

National Blind Children’s Society

Royal National College for the Blind

Yellow contrasted with blue. Two tone
contrasting colours are most clearly visible.

Yellow

Yellow or White

3.8 Consultation with other authorities was also carried out (see attached) and
tabulated below.

Authority Vehicle Colour Consideration

Horsham District Council

North East Lincolnshire Council

North Devon District Council

Hertsmere Borough Council

Dartford Borough Council
Derby City Council

Watford Borough Council

All Taxis white. Private Hire colour other than
white.

Proposed uniform colour for Taxis.

Proposed uniform colour for Taxis.

All Taxis London style with wheelchair
access. Private Hire can be any colour.

No restriction on vehicle colour.
All Taxis must be AA Yellow and be
wheelchair accessible.

Taxis white with black bonnet. Private Hire
any colour.

4. Legal Implications

4.1 Under section 48 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
it states:

“Subject to the provisions of this Part of this Act, a district council may on the
receipt of an application from the proprietor of any vehicle for the grant in
respect of such vehicle of a licence to use the vehicle as a private hire vehicle,
grant in respect thereof a vehicle licence: Provided that a district council shall
not grant such a licence unless they are satisfied-
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(a) that the vehicle is- (i) suitable in type, size and design for use as a private
hire vehicle;
(ii) not of such design and appearance as to lead any
person to believe that the vehicle is a hackney
carriage”

4.2 A number of Hackney Carriage drivers (40% of turnout) have raised point (ii)
above in respect to Taxi and Private Hire vehicles being the same colour.

4.3 The Council has been satisfied to grant Private Hire Vehicle Licenses based on
the current vehicle conditions set up via the Committee report dated the 16th of
September 1997. However this is a point worthy of consideration.

5. Academic Research

5.1 Furness et al (2003) published an article in the British Medical Journal (see
attached) indicating that silver cars have a significantly reduced chance of being
involved in a serious crash. This was endorsed by the US National Safety
Council.

5.2 White, yellow, grey, red and blue cars were reported to carry the same risk with
regard to being involved in accidents.

5.3 Black, brown and green cars are statistically twice as likely to be involved in
serious accidents according to the article.

5.4 Other potential confounders were taken into consideration in the analysis. The
study was carried out in New Zealand which would have a bearing on ambient
weather conditions.

5.5 Daimler-Benz undertook research (see attached) in order to determine the most
conspicuous colours. The outcome was expressed as a percentage. A table
indicating the outcome is shown below:

Colour Visibility (expressed as %)

White
Light Ivory
Aqua Blue

Yellow
Signal Red

Grey
Black

Dark Red

86
71
71
70
44
17
4
4

5.6 The US National Safety Council defined the safest colour as “one that is highly
visible in the widest range of lighting, weather and vision conditions”. The safety
council noted that white is the most visible colour in uniform lighting, but has
reduced visibility on light coloured roads, bright sunlight, snow and fog.

6. Options for Committee

Option Pros Cons
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No change to existing
vehicle licence
conditions

Easily visible Sourcing White vehicles.

Similarity of Taxi and Private
Hire vehicles.

All vehicles silver Easily visible Similarity of Taxi and Private
Hire vehicles.
Not recommended by partially
sighted individuals.

Changeover will cause
confusion for members of the
public who are now used to
white vehicles.

Shades of silver or Grey?

Sourcing silver vehicles in the
future.

Taxis remain white.
Private hire vehicles
colour/s other than
white*.

Differentiation between
Taxis and Private Hire
Vehicles.

No confusion for members
of the public.
There will in due course
be 285 less white vehicles
being purchased by
Private Hire proprietors.

Therefore there will be
less demand and
subsequently the sourcing
of white vehicles should
be less problematic in due
course.

Greatest variety for the
Private Hire trade without
compromising on safety.

White is recommended by
partially sighted individuals
and is easily visible.
Initially easier to source
silver cars.

Variety for the Private Hire
trade without
compromising on safety.

Sourcing white vehicles in the
short term for Taxi drivers.

Confusing changeover period
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Taxis silver. Private Hire
Vehicles colour/s other
than silver.

Taxis White. Private Hire
Vehicles any colour.

Same Pros as above*

Allows maximum time for
Private Hire Trade to
source other coloured
vehicles. Logic dictates
that if there is a shortage
of white vehicles Private
Hire Drivers will buy cars
other than white.

for members of the public.
Some taxis white, others
silver.

Silver not recommended by
partially sighted individuals.

Sourcing white vehicles in the
short term for Taxi drivers.

7. Conclusions

7.1 Public safety is of the utmost importance. Adopting a standard colour for
Taxis is the key to ensuring public safety in the town. Upon adoption it
should remain as standard to avoid confusing members of the public.

7.2 Taxis and Private Hire vehicles can be sprayed any colour. Therefore shortage
of any particular coloured vehicles is irrelevant on safety grounds as they can be
re-sprayed.

Background Papers

• “Trade Forum” June, 2004
• “Taxi & Private Hire Vehicles – Proposals to unify livery” September, 1997
• “BBC Watchdog” January, 2005
• Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
• British Medical Journal, 2003, Furness et al, Volume 327, page 1455
• Land Transport New Zealand, Crown Copyright 1998-2005

http://www.lge.gov.uk/timeline/Amended/SI/20040573.htm#18
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	Child Care and Dependant Carers' Allowance
	Subject to paragraphs 8 and 9 below, the Council will pay allowances in respect of the costs necessarily incurred by councillors in making arrangements for the care of children or other dependants living with them, to enable them to perform any of the duties listed in Part A of Schedule 2 to this scheme.  The amount of the allowances shall be as specified in Schedule 1 to this Scheme and shall be subject to an annual hour's limit as specified in paragraph 5.2 below.  A higher maximum rate shall apply in circumstances where the employment of a specialist carer is required and prior agreement has been obtained from the Assistant Director for Strategy and Democracy that payment at the higher rate is appropriate.  Councillors must sign a certificate verifying that they have incurred the costs claimed and where possible provide receipts.  Payment will not be made where the carer is a member of the councillor's family.
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	Hired motor vehicle
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	Parking and toll charges
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	Subsistence Allowances
	Subject to paragraphs 8 and 9 below, subsistence allowances shall be paid in accordance with the rates set out in Schedule 3 and in respect of the duties set out in Part B of Schedule 2 to this scheme.  Subsistence allowances are a way of reimbursing expenditure which has been necessarily incurred when performing a qualifying duty.  No claim may be made for a meal in circumstances where the Council has already paid for a meal as part of a conference, seminar or other pre-booking and the member has chosen to take the meal elsewhere.  When the cost of meals and accommodation is met by the Council direct, the accountable spending officer may use the provisions and rates of this Scheme as a guide.  Due regard should also be taken of the Council's financial procedure and hospitality spending rules.
	Where the absence from home requires an overnight stay the amount that may be claimed for bed and breakfast shall be agreed by the Assistant Director for Strategy and Democracy and shall take account of the location of the accommodation, availability and the needs of the member concerned.  Normally the type of accommodation selected should be within the "budget" class whilst offering en-suite facilities with shower.
	Non-inclusive charges and alcohol
	The member is responsible for the costs of any non-inclusive charges (such as gratuities, newspapers, mini-bar, etc.).  A member shall not claim in respect of the cost of any alcohol that he/she has incurred.
	Payments and Claims
	Basic and special responsibility allowances will be paid on the 25th day of the month to which they relate.  Claims for travel and subsistence allowances, if submitted by the 9th day of the month together with any necessary supporting receipts, will be paid on the 25th day of that month.
	The special responsibility allowances for the Chairmen and members of Licensing Sub-Committees shall be paid monthly in arrears and the Assistant Director for Strategy and Democracy shall advise Payroll Manager as to the number of Sub-Committees established and the membership thereof.
	The co-optees allowances to the independent members of the Standards Committee may be paid either monthly, quarterly or annually in arrears (to be agreed with the independent member concerned) and the Monitoring Officer shall advise the Payroll Manager as to the number of days for which there was an entitlement to a daily rate payment.
	Claims for child and dependant care, travelling and subsistence allowances shall be submitted to the Assistant Director for Strategy and Democracy within two months of the duty for which the allowance has been claimed.  Claims received after the expiry of this period will only be paid in exceptional circumstances at the discretion of the Assistant Director for Strategy and Democracy.
	No claim may be made under this Scheme if reimbursement of expenses has been clamed or made from another public body or person in relation to those expenses.
	Receipts and checks
	Receipts or other proof that expenditure has been incurred should always be provided in support of any claim.  It is the member's responsibility to ensure that they are entitled to receive reimbursement under this Scheme and they should not expect their claim to be checked prior to payment.
	The Assistant Director for Strategy and Democracy will normally forward all claims received to the Payroll Manager for payment however he may refuse or adjust any claim if, in his opinion, sufficient information has not been given to justify the claim, or it appears to him that the claim is not in accordance with the provisions of paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 above.
	Higher amounts in exceptional circumstances
	Where the amounts actually paid by a member exceed the allowances limits, the Assistant Director for Strategy and Democracy may in exceptional circumstances, and, at his discretion, and after consultation with the Director of Finance, approve the payment of a higher amount.  Exceptional circumstances could include a situation in which a member would experience financial hardship or where it is evident that the member was unable to avoid the additional expense and that no alternative was available to the member.
	Part-year adjustment
	If a member becomes or ceases to be eligible for a basic, special responsibility or co-optees allowance during the course of a year the entitlement will be adjusted by reference to the number of days for which entitlement existed relative to the number of days in that year.
	Annual Adjustment
	All allowances other than travel allowances shall be updated annually in line with the Retail Prices Index (the percentage rate as published for February) on 1 April each year.
	Travel allowances shall be adjusted on the 1 April each year by reference to the approved Inland Revenue rates
	The foregoing adjustments shall be made each year for up to 4 years without the need for a review by the Independent Remuneration Panel.
	The Assistant Director for Strategy and Democracy shall be authorised to amend Schedules 1 and 3 to this scheme in accordance with any annual adjustment by reference to the approved index.
	Forgoing Allowances
	Members who do not wish to receive payment of allowances shall notify the Assistant Director for Strategy and Democracy in writing.  Any entitlement up to and including the day before the election is received will be paid in accordance with the details under paragraph 8 (Payments and Claims) above.
	Withholding Allowances
	Where a member is suspended or partially suspended from his or her responsibilities or duties as a member of the Council in accordance with Part 3 of the Local Government Act 2000 or regulations made under that part, the part of basic allowance, any special responsibility allowance and co-optees allowance payable to him or her in respect of the period for which he or she is suspended or partially suspended shall be withheld if so decided by the Standards Committee.
	Pensions
	All eligible councillors of the Borough Council may elect to join the Local Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) with effect from 1 April 2004.  Where councillors elect to join the scheme their basic allowance and any special responsibility allowance to which they are entitled shall be treated as amounts in respect of which a pension is payable.  The Local Government Pension Scheme and discretionary compensation (Local Authority Members in England) Regulations 2003 shall apply to councillors who elect to join the LGPS.
	Records
	Records of all payments made under this scheme shall be kept by the Payroll Manager in accordance with the requirements of the 2003 Regulations.
	Publicity
	(a)
	(b)
	(c)
	(d)
	(e)
	(f)
	(g)
	Review of Scheme
	The Council may request that this scheme be reviewed at any time.  The scheme shall be reviewed not less than four years after the date first made in any event.  The review shall be conducted by an Independent Remuneration Panel in accordance with the 2003 Regulations.
	(* payable under S.3(5) and S.5(4) of the Local Government Act 1972)
	
	
	Co-optees allowances:-
	Child care and dependant carers' allowances:-


	B. DUTIES QUALIFYING FOR TRAVELLING AND SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCES

	AMOUNTS OF TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCES
	Receipts or other proof that expenditure has been incurred should always be provided in support of any claims.
	Assistant Director - Strategy and Democracy (Strategic Development, Performance and Risk Management, Local Democracy, Legal Services, Equalities, Emergency Planning, Corporate Complaints and Communications)
	Assistant Director - Human Resources (Organisation Development, Change and Skills Management, Employee Relations, Resourcing, Member Development and Payroll)
	Director of Financial Services
	Assistant Director Œ Support Services
	
	Economy, Tourism and Environment


	Norman Kinnish
	Assistant Director - Economy, Tourism and Planning
	Mark Probyn
	Housing, Health and Community Services Department

	Neil Fuller
	Ian Fitzpatrick
	Diane Bagley
	
	Devonshire Ward
	Hampden Park Ward
	Langney Ward
	Meads Ward
	Old Town Ward
	Ratton Ward
	St Anthony's Ward
	
	Sovereign Ward


	Upperton Ward
	
	
	COUNTY COUNCILLORS REPRESENTING EASTBOURNE
	Councillor Beryl Healy, 18 Roffrey Avenue, Eastbourne, BN22 OAE.
	Councillor Olive Woodall*, 66 Attfield Walk, Eastbourne, BN22 9LF
	Councillor Jon Harris*, 88 Astaire Avenue, Eastbourne, BN22 8UT
	Councillor Barry Taylor*, Flat 3, 28 Grassington Road, Eastbourne, BN20 7BJ
	Councillor Maurice Skilton, 13 Meads Street, Eastbourne, BN20 7QY
	Councillor Michael Tunwell, 1 Dene Drive, Eastbourne, BN22 OET
	Councillor David Tutt*, 78 Ringwood Road, Eastbourne, BN22 8TB


	Chairman of the County Council:
	Leader of the County Council and Chairman of Cabinet:


	MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT FOR EASTBOURNE
	EUROPEAN ASSEMBLY MEMBERS Œ SOUTH EAST REGION
	
	
	
	





	
	Seat
	Party
	The Mayor							Councillor Belsey
	Members' IT/E-Government:  Councillors Harris and Williams.
	Councillor Mrs Howlett
	Councillors Lucas, Mrs Howlett, Tutt and Bannister
	Nightwatch
	Race Action Forum
	Councillor Mrs Sims
	MEETING:-
	
	TIME
	



	MAR
	Borough Elections
	Body
	All
	

	Monitoring the Effectiveness of the Code of Conduct
	All
	

	Monitoring the Effectiveness of the Code of Conduct
	Friday 1 December
	Saturday 2 December
	Sunday 3 December
	Key Risk Areas
	Prior Year Risk
	Delivering on savings and efficiency targets

	Housing Revenue Account (HRA)
	Eastbourne Homes Ltd is delivering the management and maintenance services to tenants on behalf of the Council.  Officers from both organisations meet regularly to monitor the delivery of budgets and service targets.
	Capital Programme
	Agreed released funded
	Actual spend to date
	Funds unspent to date
	General services
	757
	Housing services
	629
	4,693
	3,166
	11,043
	8,130
	Providing Affordable New Homes
	St Stephens Church Œ this is slippage from a scheme started in 2005/2006 that Cabinet agreed in July to roll forward into 2006/2007 for completion
	Improving Private Sector Housing
	Private Sector Housing Œ this is additional to the £1 million previously released and reflects the full value of the cash capital grant received from Government to be spent in this financial year
	Invest to Save Schemes
	Office modernisation Œ this is an overall package of investment comprising eight separate schemes for the three administrative buildings in Grove Road to include boiler, ventilation and lighting improvements, and some repairs to the fabric.  Some of this investment fits with the Council's commitment to reduce energy costs and emissions.
	Other Capital Schemes
	Coach Park Œ consequent upon the agreed sale of the Wartling Road site next January this is the investment needed to develop the site at Birch Road to accommodate coaches
	Waste Performance and Efficiency (WRAP) Œ this is additional to the £5,000 previously released and reflects the full value of the cash capital grant received from Government to be spent in this financial year
	In addition to the above schemes the following two schemes are recommended for approval:
	Invest to Save
	Bathing Cabins Replacement Œ this is an Invest to Save scheme for which £12,000 was agreed within the approved capital programme.  More recent work and costing suggests that a larger one-off and upfront replacement programme of 36 sustainable and modern cabins will payback over three years.  Given the additional net revenue that this will generate, together with the improvement to the seafront, it is recommended that this be agreed.  The extra capital investment of £10,000 can be taken from the unallocated urgent works budget
	Seafront Lighting Œ this is another Invest to Save scheme that is based on the success of the initial trial.  A funding opportunity presents now to renew the whole of the seafront with energy efficient lighting and to reduce annual running costs.  Capital funding is available from an underspend in the Council's contribution to the redevelopment of the St Phillips church site into affordable housing.
	The schemes released under delegated powers of £767,000 together with the two additional schemes totalling £122,000 (if agreed by Cabinet today) will add a further £889,000 of released schemes and increase the General Fund capital budget to £7.239 million as shown within Appendix A, and the overall total capital budget  to £11.932 million.
	Consultations
	Conclusions

	Minutes.
	New Council Web Site.
	Pensions and Potential Industrial Action.
	Council Budget 2006/07.
	ALMO Inspection Outcome.
	Human Resources Strategy Œ Review.
	Unison Branch Developments.
	Health and Safety Items.
	Accident/Incident Statistics October to December 2005.
	Future Meetings.
	Minutes.
	New Council Web Site.
	Pensions and Potential Industrial Action.
	Council Budget 2006/07.
	ALMO Inspection Outcome.
	Human Resources Strategy Œ Review.
	Unison Branch Developments.
	Health and Safety Items.
	Accident/Incident Statistics October to December 2005.
	Future Meetings.
	APPENDIX 2
	APPENDIX 2
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	Nationality.
	Signature
	Friday 1 December
	Saturday 2 December
	Sunday 3 December
	Friday 8 December
	Saturday 9 December
	Sunday 10 December
	Interested Parties
	Representations from Responsible Authorities
	Human Rights
	Declarations of Interest.
	Application for Conversion and Variation of a Premises Licence for The Counting House, Star Road.
	Apologies for Absence.
	Application for a Conversion and Variation of a Premises Licence ŒThe Counting House, Star Road, Eastbourne.
	PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATION FOR ISSUING
	The DoT issued Circular 3/85 provided guidance for local authorities on number limitation of hackney carriage vehicles covered in Section 16 of the 1985 Act.  The overall tenor of Paragraphs 27 and 28 of this Guidance reproduced below is one of allowing market forces to determine the service level subject to transitional safeguards.
	DoT Circular 3/85

	Policy Option 1 Œ To Maintain the Current Number Restriction Policy
	
	Need for Regular Surveys
	Survey Costs
	Service Level Œ Expansion of Service
	Competition and Barriers to Entering the Trade
	Provision for People with Disabilities


	An alternative, which applies in London and 46 licensing authorities outside London, is to require all hackney vehicles to be wheelchair accessible by a certain date.  This would take time and may not result in any immediate significant change as the tendency would be to put off purchase until near the compliance date.  It is nevertheless an option which could be considered in advance of the DDA Regulations.
	Social Inclusion
	Driver and Community Safety
	Integrated Transport
	Vehicle Licenses Transferred for Profit
	If it is decided to issue of a limited number of hackney carriage licences the considerations would be:-
	If there were a greater number of applicants than licenses available, the Council could also face a Crown Court appeal by any person not granted a licence on the basis that the selection process for deciding the applications was unfair.  The cost implications are significant by virtue that a barrister would have to be instructed to defend the Council's position.  The cost of any such appeal would also have to be recovered from hackney carriage licence fees.
	A reduced possibility of over supply.  The immediate removal of all quantity control may lead to the over supply of taxis until market forces can produce an equilibrium between supply and demand.  Committee can decide to issue a set number of licenses and to then commission another unmet demand survey to assess the impact these additional licences have had.  As mentioned previously, any person subsequently refused a licence may appeal to the Crown Court.
	The main advantage to this option is that a gradual increase in the numbers of hackney carriages would prevent the over supply of vehicles and congestion on taxi ranks.  This aspect would have to be counterbalanced with the cost implications of continued surveys.
	A reduction in oversupply could also be achieved through the requirements and procedure for new licences, set out in Appendices 4 and 5 and compliance with current livery conditions.  Would-be applicants will need to give these matters careful consideration when developing their business plan.  Should this option be agreed, applicants will be advised in an information pack provided, to discuss their plans with a business consultant before making an application.  A possible outcome is that there will be a gradual increase in licences and a consequent reduction in the chance of oversupply.
	Policy Option 2 Œ Removal of Number Restriction Policy
	Power to De-limit at Any Time
	Taxi Rank Provision
	Earnings of Existing Drivers
	Investment in the Vehicle
	No Need for Surveys
	Crime and Disorder Reduction
	Better Service to the Public
	Better Service for People with Disabilities
	Integrated Transport
	Procedure for Issuing New Hackney Carriage Plates
	The process for issuing any new hackney carriage proprietors licences must be seen to be fair and transparent, meeting the requirements of a wide range of passengers.
	In order to achieve passenger requirements, licences will be issued only for vehicles that meet the needs of people with a wide range of disabilities, including those that need to travel in a wheelchair.  The minimum specification of vehicles would be decided by the Environmental Health Manager, in consultation with representatives of disabled groups, who will compile a list of suitable vehicles.  A provisional specification is given in Appendix 4.
	People who have expressed an interest in hackney carriage proprietor licence availability will be contacted by writing to their last known address.  Availability of new licences will also be publicised in the local newspaper and in the taxi and private hire newsletter.
	Those that wish to apply will be required to complete an application form which will include the information set out in Appendix 5, in addition to the standard information required of all new applicants.
	All applicants will have to demonstrate that they meet the needs of disabled people through training and passing the DSA taxi test. A suitable training course has been discussed with the East Sussex Disabled Association (ESDA).
	Committee should note that if it is decided to restrict the number of new licences and there are more applicants than licences available, a list of criteria will have to be compiled that will enable the Council to decide which applicants should be granted licences and those that will be refused.  Any person refused a licence can appeal to the Crown Court.
	Consultation
	Consultation with representatives of interested parties was undertaken by the Task Group.
	No further consultation has taken place in preparation of this report.
	Further consultation recommended is included in this report.
	Human Resource Implications
	There are no financial implications to the Council as the licensing system is self-financing, other than those which may be incurred in the event of legal challenge.  This has been covered at the relevant sections of the report.  If the Committee decides to alter the current policy it may result in an increase of work for officers over the short term.  This can be reduced by the prioritisation of duties.
	Environmental Implications
	Chairman
	B E TAYLOR
	Chairman
	Licensing Officer, Environmental Health
	Non-routine examinations
	Proposal for Revision of Medical Examinations of Licensed Drivers
	Financial Implications
	There are none for the Council.
	Community Safety
	Youth, Anti-Poverty, Environmental and Human Rights Implications
	Summary

	ITEM 8 - AMENDMENT TO REPORT
	General Licensing Committee
	Background Papers


